
Do you work for:
► a local government agency
► a school system
► social services
► a state attorney general 
► the federal government

You are in a unique position to observe 
and report safety problems with consumer 
products. 

You regularly see injuries involving consumer 
products. Any safety problems you become 
aware of involving consumer products can 
be reported at SaferProducts.gov. Alert 
CPSC and others about your concerns. 

It’s Quick and Easy!
►	 Stay informed!
► You can also view a manufacturer’s  

comments about a report.
► Use this information to protect consumers. 

CPSC Can Act
Thankfully, many recalls do not involve an injury. 
The information CPSC receives from local, state, 
and federal agencies helps CPSC protect the 
public from unreasonable risks of injuries or death 
associated with consumer products. 
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You can file reports about incidents involving 
a consumer product causing or potentially 
causing an injury. To report incidents to 
CPSC, log on to: www.SaferProducts.gov.   

SaferProducts.gov is CPSC’s new website 
that collects reports from consumers and 
other submitters about safety incidents 
with consumer products. The information 
you share about an incident helps CPSC 
identify unsafe products and can help 
other consumers, too.

See Reports Submitted by Others
►	 Stay informed!

►	 Use SaferProducts.gov to search for  
incidents with specific products.

►	 View a manufacturer’s comments about  
a report.

►	 Use all of this information to decide how  
to best protect your family and your home. 

CPSC Can Act 
Help CPSC work to keep consumers safe!

The information you provide about incidents  
at SaferProducts.gov can help CPSC with its 
job of protecting the public from unreasonable 
risks of injuries or death associated with  
consumer products. 

For years, reports of incidents have led to 
product recalls. With SaferProducts.gov, CPSC 
will be able to act faster than ever before to 
keep consumers safe.

Connect with CPSC!

U.S. Consumer Product Safety  
Commission (CPSC)


